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SOUTH AFRICANS' SHOWER BATHS IN DESERT

South African pilots, many of whom served with distinction in the

war in Eritrea, East Africa and Abyssinia, have come north, and are now

being intensively trained in more exacting operational conditions on the

western desert front.

Some of the pilots are members of the squadron that dropped the

first bombs on Italians in the campaign in the south. Equipped

with Glen Martin Maryland bombers, the squadron has been hard at it for

weeks,and within a short time will be ready to take its place with

fighter and bomber units of the South African Air Force in action in

the western desert.

"It is essential to realise,” said the senior officer of the unit,
"that the conditions we fought under will not hold good any longer. For

that reason we are retraining our pilots and crews in lessons of air

fighting that have been learned in North Africa."

Comfortably housed in a camp which boasts an unlimited water

supply and the luxury of shower-baths, the squadron has given ample

proof of originality in outlook.

The engineer officer, a lieutenant from Johannesburg, is somthing
of a genius when it comes to aircraft engines, and many improvements
have been effected in Glen Martins with his own ideas about camouflage
and a thousand and one other things to be put into operation.

The men at work in the hangars present a spectacle of bustling

activity.

The originality which led to so many improvements in the aircraft

has also made itself known in other directions. Distilled water is

always difficult to keep in sufficient quantities, but the squadron, to

overcome this, now distils its own with a quaint device that looks like

a petrol tin cooking over a Primus stove. An electricity tender also

feeds the camp barbers’ electric hairclippers, and there is no excuse

for untidy hair. Nor are tom clothes forgiven, for one of the men Is

detailed off for permanent duly at the sewing machine. His is a full time

job.

The commanding officer, who has done fine work in the campaign
against the Italians in the south, also leads his men in maintaining a

high standard of physical fitness. The afternoon swim, in his own words,
is "almost a parade." Everything is organised down to the last detail.

The mail system is a fine instance of this. Each man in the squadron can

be certain that his incoming and outgoing mail will arrive in the shortest

possible time.


